THE SENTINEL™ AFAD
MODEL: TRAILER-MOUNTED

AUTOMATED FLAGGER ASSISTANCE DEVICE
The Sentinel Trailer-Mounted Automated Flagger Assistance Device (AFAD) is
easy to transport, deploy and operate. This compact trailer-mounted AFAD
encompasses a red/yellow AFAD light head mounted to a Type 4 towable trailer
for easy transport. The Sentinel AFAD’s towable mobility and ease of setup makes
it the most flexible AFAD available today. It removes flaggers from dangerous
traffic in work zones and saves money by increasing worker efficiency.

FULL RANGE OF FLAGGER FUNCTIONALITY
The Sentinel AFAD includes the Galaxy® AFAD Controller, which provides the full range of
flagger functionality and can be operated via wireless remote control by a certified flagger.
It has a self-contained battery power supply with optional solar recharging. The Sentinel
AFAD includes a gate arm with red/white reflective sheeting.

INTERCHANGEABLE DESIGN
The Sentinel Trailer-Mounted AFAD is part of the Sentinel family, which includes a range of interchangeable components that can
be mixed and matched to expand your fleet. The Sentinel can be configured in a variety of ways, including portable traffic signals,
automated flagger assistance devices (AFAD), driveway assistance devices (DAD), pedestrian signals and more.

SENTINEL FEATURES
»»Compact Type 4 towable trailer
»»Single or two-trailer tandem towing
»»Modular mast with universal mount
»»Galvanized frame/components for extended life
»»Standard bank of 2 batteries
»»Easy-to-use Galaxy® AFAD Controller
»»Full flagger functionality
»»Radio remote control
»»Gate arm with reflective sheeting
»»A complete range of optional accessories are available

SPECIFICATIONS
Traveling
»» Overall Length - 90”
»» Overall Width - 48”
»» Overall Height - 80”
Deployed (outrigger jacks out, mast up)
»» Overall Length - 100”
»» Overall Width - 61”
»» Overall Height - 146”
Minimum to Bottom of Light Housing - 7’
Weight - 700 lbs

THE SENTINEL™ AFAD
MODEL: WHEELED BASE

AUTOMATED FLAGGER ASSISTANCE DEVICE
The Sentinel AFAD with the wheeled base is designed to move and swivel with
minimal effort on virtually any surface, including gravel. The Sentinel AFAD includes
the Galaxy® AFAD Controller, which provides the full range of flagger functionality
and can be operated via wireless remote control by a certified flagger. It has a
self-contained battery power supply with optional solar recharging. The Sentinel
AFAD includes a gate arm with red/white reflective sheeting.

EASY TO LOAD, UNLOAD AND MOVE
The Sentinel AFAD with the wheeled base has a rear push handle and a stowable push/pull
handle. It also has an optional curved “tilt” handle that enables workers to tilt the base on two
wheels and move it like a dolly. It is even available with an optional electric-assist motor.

INTERCHANGEABLE DESIGN
The Sentinel AFAD with wheeled base is part of the Sentinel family, which includes a range of interchangeable components that can
be mixed and matched to expand your fleet. The Sentinel can be configured in a variety of ways, including portable traffic signals,
automated flagger assistance devices (AFAD), driveway assistance devices (DAD), pedestrian signals and more.

SPECIFICATIONS
SENTINEL FEATURES
»» Easy to load, transport and deploy

»» Full flagger functionality

»» Easy to move and swivel – even on gravel »» Radio remote control
»» Modular mast with universal mount

»» Gate arm with reflective sheeting

»» Can tilt and push like a two-wheel dolly

»» A complete range of optional accessories
are available

»» Standard bank of 2 batteries
»» Easy-to-use Galaxy® AFAD Controller

Traveling
»» Overall Length - 49”
»» Overall Width - 39” (30” at the rear wheels)
»» Overall Height - 78”
Deployed (outrigger jacks out, mast up)
»» Overall Length - 65”
»» Overall Width - 42”
»» Overall Height - 142” (no solar)
Minimum to Bottom of Light Housing - 7’
Weight - 440 lbs (with gate arm)
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